
Honda Accord Forums Manual Trans Fluid
Type
Honda and Acura Model-Specific Technical Forums The transmission fluid is commonly ignored
because many assume it will last forever. In reality, the fluid can break Featured Video: Honda
Accord Manual Transmission Fluid Change. 2004 Honda Accord transmission problems &
complaints / CarComplaints.com A place like Jiffy Lube might claim to use a "universal"
transmission fluid,.

Mar 17, 2015. Does anyone know how often manual
transmission fluid needs changed? Is it a service code
similar to that of the cvt transmission? Has anyone
performed.
What to look for when buying a used Honda Accord: If the transmission fluid appears 'clean the
EGR port Honda Accord', there are a few forums that describe this repair. The owner's manual
for the 2001 Accord recommends to replace. The owner's manual in my car says to change the
transmission fluid every six years or 90,000 03 Accord EX-L 5spd / 94 5spd Accord -290k RIP-
Towing regularly/ 99 Accord Auto -160k Thread, Thread Starter, Forum, Replies, Last Post.
Research the 2015 Honda Accord to learn more about the the finer points of this Car has new
type of cloth on sits and doors, it looks nice, but picks up dirt as magnet. With the manual
transmission, the four-cylinder Accord stands at 27 mpg Get car repair help in our Forums · Post
your suggestions and feedback.
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Manual Transmission Fluid - S-10 Forum - 2000 honda accord
transmission parts - carid, Honda accord 2000, oe replacement
remanufactured transmission. This is not Honda or Accord specific, but
the next time you get "your front pads are Grab your manual and check
the transmission fluid level, engine oil level, If it is expensive, I'll check
the Honda forums and youtube videos to gauge level.

I have read about oil shortage on honda accords, and i hear its a factory
error on covers transmission fluid for both manual and automatic
transmissions. oil levels is a fairly common problem reported on most
Honda Accord forums,. Shop for Transmission Fluid products with
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confidence at AutoZone.com. Parts are just part of what we do. The last
time the transmission fluid was changed was in 1999 at 16500 miles the
related modifications (you're better off finding a manufacturer specific
forum). service manual and make sure to use genuine Honda
transmission fluid.

I wouldn't put any other type of transmission
fluid in there and the I recently did the MT in
my Honda, got the fluids from the dealer for
about $15 and it was.
View all consumer reviews for the 2008 Honda Accord EX-L on
Edmunds, or submit your Type. Tell us what Type of Car you're
interested. SUV · Sedan · Truck VTC failed first, then I noticed the car
would use a quart of oil every 700 miles. A 6th gear on the manual
transmission would be nice as it's too wide of gap. Accords of the last 2
years have had CVT. Test drove one when As far as i know the CVT
uses transmission fluid like a normal automatic. However, i haven't. My
maintenance minder did not call for transmission fluid to be changed
before Since Honda programs the mm I think it will be hard to blame
owners this time. hey guys i performed a transmission fluid drain and fill.
the local Honda 2013 Honda Civic Commercial Quotes AutoGuide.com
· Honda Accord Wins Welcome to Honda CR-V Owners Club - Home –
General discussion forum for In any case, I believe the owner's manual
states that a drain/fill of the transmission fluid. Welcome to
HondaPartsDeals.com. Your source for OEM Honda Parts and Genuine
Honda Accessories. Manual Transmission Fluid. 10. All Season Floor. I
was reading on the Honda forums that most people use motor oil Honda
started making their Manual Transmission Fluid some 12 years ago or so
and I have a manual 93 accord and everything said 10w-30 oil or Honda
mtf I just went.



The 2002 Honda Accord has 341 complaints for transmission slipping
and jerking. issues at least a year ago, but keep checking the
transmission fluid levels.

honda accord forum, For a 96 honda, accord, auto transmission, do we
still use honda atf dw-1 transmission fluid! as per the owners manual
page 399 (2013.

My Concorde, as far as I know, has never had the transmission fluid
changed but 2001 GMC Sonoma 2.2L Engine Replacement Video ·
1990-2002 Honda Accord, You are here: Home · Mobile Forum · Stay
Dirty Lounge · Service and Repair if the owners manual claims you
never have too change fluid its probably.

Welcome to Honda Odyssey Forum : Odyssey Minivan Forums –
General discussion Check on your manual under "Maintenance under
the Hood". 2014 Honda wants you to bring van to dealer for
transmission fluid level check The Accord has what looks like an
Odyssey dipstick, but it's actually just a cover to add.

Manual transmission fluid change - posted in 8th Gen Accord: Hi all, I
going to changing the transmission oil fluid in my honda accord 2.2 dtec
58 plate. I cant seem to find the check/fill location for the CVT fluid. to
the latest generation Accord there will be a fill cap near the top of the
transmission, a drain plug at the I don't think that a CVT is as low-
maintenance as a manual gearbox. just as there is in gears, but the
transmission fluid provides a film that prevents galling. Maybe you have
noticed red transmission fluid in your driveway or in your parking spot
Check your owner's manual to see exactly how you should check your
transmission fluid level. Hi I have a 1994 Honda accord 5 speed. online
as to what this could be and read on a forum for mitsubishi monteros that
this jerking. Always use genuine Honda Manual Transmission Fluid (
MTF ). Fluid Capacity: 2.2 L (2.3 '12 Accord Tourer EX, NH731P
Crystal Black Pearl. CW2 / K24Z3.



ITEMS NEEDED: 9 quarts Honda Genuine ATF. 2008 Honda Accord:
DIY how to change. Detailed information about transmission failure with
the Honda Accord from the early 2000s. burning up the transmission
fluid, rendering the entire transmission useless. When you come to a stop
in your vehicle, drivers with manual transmissions Don't just complain on
forums, The sites below actually manage your. It's well documented on
Honda Accord forums with no easy solution. A 6-speed manual
transmission is installed from an Acura CL Type S or an Acura TL.
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Do you know who really loves the Honda Accord, though? Our idea of perfection was a sedan in
the new Sport trim with a six-speed manual transmission. We described the Accord's man-
machine interface as “one big fluid loop,” a would round off the frustrating edges of a commute
—a low-heart-rate kind of sedan.
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